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How could Meri-Rastila be more than a metro-stop? How could the region be created into a lively part of 
Vuosaari? Helsinki citizens respond to the challenge with their own master-plan during the design capital 
year 2012. 

Helsinki design capital year’s leading theme is Let’s make a better city together. The OURCITY project, 
started in autumn 2011, follows this theme and the official program of the design capital year. The project 
aims to create new ideas to develop Meri-Rastila in Vuosaari into a more communal and lively part of town, 
in collaboration with local residents and businesses. The main focus of the project is to challenge the 
residents to take part in the design of their own environment and its services. 

The OUTREACH-program, which is one of OURcity sub-programs, is working together with Pro-Meri-
Rastila action group, Aalto University Architecture department and Helsinki University Geography 
department to design an alternative master-plan to those currently being developed by the Helsinki city 
planning department for Meri-Rastila. The team, lead by architect Tristan Hughes, includes two 
architects, four architecture students and two geography students. (KSV is currently preparing a general plan 
(osayleiskaavaa) for the area, whereas OURcity's design is a master plan, (asemakaava) which enables a more detailed 
approach.) 

Meri-Rastila is a multicultural and green suburb with an extensive coastline. The design for the alternative 
master-plan is based on the principle of not building on the large forested areas on west side - Vartiokylä bay 
shoreline, but instead it would be kept as a recreational area for the area’s inhabitants. The plan is to focus on 
developing and enlivening areas such as Meri-Rastila market square, Haruspuisto Park and the areas around 
the metro station. The aim is to find new solutions using infill building which allows the green zones to 
remain untouched. The group has already organised various informal resident’s discussions during 2011 and 
in February 2012 three resident’s workshops coordinated by DA Mariana Salgado were held. Two were open 
to all Helsinki residents and one was organised for 5th grade pupils at the local school. From these detailed 
analysis of the participant’s opinions about the development of Meri-Rastila have been recorded. The 
alternative master-plan will be completed in the spring 2012 and the public can view the proposal in Meri-
Rastila shopping center (04.06.2012 – 16.06.2012), in Laituri, Kamppi, and in Stoa’s exhibition space 
(07.11.2012 – 28.11.2012). 

The design capital offers the citizens new ways to take part in improving their environment and developing 
the city. Cities belong to their residents. OURcity boldly and open-mindedly takes on this challenge, by 
turning Meri-Rastila into an open city where the people listen to the city, and the city listens to the people. 
Join and take part! More on the resident discussions, workshops and exhibitions at: 
http://meidankaupunki.wordpress.com/ 

More information: 
Tristan Hughes, puh.  04400393698, uusiark@gmail.com,   OURCity –project 
Jaana Pylkkänen, puh.  09-31024031, jaana.pylkkanen@pp1.inet.fi,   Pro Meri-Rastila -group 

                                      

OURCity Offers an alternative design for 
the master-plan of the western shore of 
Meri-Rastila 


